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Social Impact 1.



We were able to provide 584 individuals with 3
pairs of clean underwear each! 

Underwear donations
Q3 2021 underwear donations total to the
charity Smalls for All:

Our goal is to donate a total of 23,000 pairs of
underwear by 2023

 1,754 pairs 



Donating 10% from the sale of every face
mask to Smalls for All, which totalled: £9.15 

In addition we supported
Smalls for All by...

...which will go directly to Smalls for All 

£202.87
We want to thank our wonderful

customers who added a donation to their
underwear orders totalling:



In addition...

We donated £1 for every piece purchased
from our Light Pink Collection to the Breast

Cancer Charity, Future Dreams. 
In Q3 this totalled:  

£96 

We donated underwear to Maasai
Communities in Kenya for every sale of

our KikoRomeo Collection. 
In Q3 this totalled:

202 pairs 
as well as providing support for the 
Ajuma Foundation in Kenya



2. Environmental Impact 



In Q3 2021 we used:  

Kilograms of organic cotton

40 kg 
Compared to using non-organic cotton, 
this resulted in...



Less water consumption Less energy usage

We conserved 77,560 litres of water (775
bathtubs!). This is as much water as an average
person living in the UK would consume in 517
days. 

We saved enough energy to power a
standard 60W lightbulb for as long as 71
days straight. 



Fewer CO2 emissionsLess soil and water pollution

Calculations were made based on the Life Cycle Assessment done by Textile
Exchange/ PE International (2014). It is assumed that 1kg of conventional cotton
equals 1kg of organic cotton. 

Acidification is the build-up of chemicals that reduce the pH of the soil.
Eutrophication arises from the oversupply of nutrients, most commonly as nitrogen or
phosphorus, which leads to overgrowth of plants and algae in the water. 

The organic cotton we used caused 69% less
acidification of soil and 16% less
eutrophication of water compared to non-
organic cotton.

We avoided CO2 emissions equivalent to
driving 80 miles in an average passenger car.  



47 trees 
In collaboration with 

In Q3 2021 we planted:  

In Q3 2021 we donated: 

£9 
to Just a Drop who bring sustainable safe water, sanitation and
hygiene projects to communities
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